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Faculty Faculty publishingpublishing, Open Access, , Open Access, 
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Definition of Open AccessDefinition of Open Access
Open Access (OA)Open Access (OA) is free, immediate, permanent is free, immediate, permanent 
online access to the full text of research articles online access to the full text of research articles 
for anyone, for anyone, webwidewebwide..

OA selfOA self--archiving is not selfarchiving is not self--publishing  nor is it publishing  nor is it 
about online publishing without quality control about online publishing without quality control 
(peer(peer--review); nor is it intended for writings for review); nor is it intended for writings for 
which the author wishes to be paid , such as which the author wishes to be paid , such as 
books or magazine/newspaper articles. OA selfbooks or magazine/newspaper articles. OA self--
archiving is for archiving is for peerpeer--reviewed researchreviewed research, written , written 
solely for research impact rather than royalty solely for research impact rather than royalty 
revenue.revenue.

Borrowed from What is Open Access?
http://www.eprints.org/openaccess/



Tim Mark, executive director of the Tim Mark, executive director of the 
Canadian Association of Research libraries, Canadian Association of Research libraries, 
described the current publishing model as described the current publishing model as 

““absurdabsurd”” referring to the fact that referring to the fact that 

““academics working for publicly funded academics working for publicly funded 
institutions give up their intellectual property institutions give up their intellectual property 
rights to commercial journal publishers, who rights to commercial journal publishers, who 
turn around and sell the fruits of their labour turn around and sell the fruits of their labour 
right back to those institutions in the form of right back to those institutions in the form of 

costly journal subscriptions.costly journal subscriptions.””



The Open Access initiative grew out of academic libraries’ 
growing concern with the economic model used by the STM 
publishing companies.  Specifically, the astronomical leaps in 
journal costs far outpaced the acquisition budgets of even the 
most well-endowed libraries.

Choosing Sides--Periodical Price Survey 2005 
By Lee C. Van Orsdel & Kathleen Born — April 15, 2005 
http://www.libraryjournal.com/article/CA516819.html 



Historically, research faculty have allowed 
publishers to turn their intellectual property into 
economic commodities.  Additionally, faculty 
often:

Edit journals without payEdit journals without pay
Peer review articles without payPeer review articles without pay
And sometimes do the copy And sometimes do the copy 
editing, again without paymentediting, again without payment

Rather than attribute some diabolical goal to these 
concerted actions, it is more likely that tenure/promotion- 
seeking faculty are focused on publishing their results, 
and the awareness of journal costs registers, if at all, as a 
library concern.  



Objectives of the Open Access initiative:

change the economic publishing model by unlinking the change the economic publishing model by unlinking the 
distribution of research results to publishersdistribution of research results to publishers

encourage the development of online open access encourage the development of online open access 
repositories of articles and encourage researchers to repositories of articles and encourage researchers to 
deposit copies of their articles in these repositoriesdeposit copies of their articles in these repositories

inform researchers about alternatives to accepting inform researchers about alternatives to accepting 
publisher copyright agreements, i.e., to explain how publisher copyright agreements, i.e., to explain how 
authors can negotiate distribution rightsauthors can negotiate distribution rights

facilitate the development of alternative online journals that facilitate the development of alternative online journals that 
will compete with the existing journalswill compete with the existing journals



The National Institutes of Health is currently involved in an 
initiative to mandate that all grant recipients must deposit a 
copy of their grant related articles into PubMed immediately 
after publication.  Details of the policy are at 
http://publicaccess.nih.gov/overview.htm A voluntary attempt 
to get submittals garnered about a 5% compliance.  

Archive - A central archive of NIH-funded research publications preserves 
these vital published research findings for years to come.

Advance Science - The repository is an information resource for 
scientists to mine more easily medical research publications and for NIH  
to manage better its entire research investment.

Access - The policy provides patients, families, health professionals, 
scientists, teachers, and others electronic access to research publications 
resulting from NIH-funded research. 

http://publicaccess.nih.gov/overview.htm


UpdateUpdate
Federal Research Public Access Act Federal Research Public Access Act 
Sponsors Sponsors CornynCornyn (R(R--TX) and Lieberman (ITX) and Lieberman (I--CT) (2006) CT) (2006) 
Every year, the federal government funds tens of billions Every year, the federal government funds tens of billions 
of dollars in basic and applied research.of dollars in basic and applied research. Most of this Most of this 
funding is concentrated within 11 departments/agencies funding is concentrated within 11 departments/agencies 
(e.g., National Institutes of Health (NIH), National (e.g., National Institutes of Health (NIH), National 
Science Foundation (NSF), Department of Energy).Science Foundation (NSF), Department of Energy). The The 
research results typically are reported in articles research results typically are reported in articles 
published in a wide variety of academic journals.published in a wide variety of academic journals. From From 
NIH funding alone, it is estimated that about 65,000 NIH funding alone, it is estimated that about 65,000 
papers are published each year.papers are published each year.

The Federal Research Public Access Act is awaiting The Federal Research Public Access Act is awaiting 
reintroduction in the 110th Congress. reintroduction in the 110th Congress. 



http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/6404429.stm



A similar argument of public A similar argument of public 
funding = public access mightfunding = public access might 
be made for the publishing output be made for the publishing output 
of academic institutions.of academic institutions. 

The equivalent to PubMed being The equivalent to PubMed being 
Institutional Repositories which Institutional Repositories which 
would also provide Open Accesswould also provide Open Access 
materials. materials. 



Although Dr. Machen’s Achievement to Recognition plan 
http://www.president.ufl.edu/workPlan.pdf does not specifically 
address the creation of a UF repository for faculty 
papers, his emphasis on “sharing knowledge to serve the 
people of Florida and the world” implies using effective 
distribution networks, essentially the internet.

Whether or not the university administration will mandate 
submittal of faculty papers to a central institutional 
repository remains unclear, but the growing impetus by 
funding agencies may make it a moot point.  



Status of a UF Repository
Three years ago, the Library began exploring the potential 
role of a UF Repository.

Although the importance of research papers is recognized, 
even more critical are the digital resources that are created 
by the UF academic community that have ongoing 
research/educational values.  These are neither captured 
nor archived in a systematic manner.  

To rectify this situation, the Library has developed an 
institutional repository initiative for the campus which has as 
a long-term goal:

The goal is to collect, serve, and archive the digital 
resources created by the university community for the 
university community.



So where are we now?So where are we now?
http://http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/digital/collections/irwww.uflib.ufl.edu/digital/collections/ir//





What is an IR?What is an IR? 
Or, how do WE define an IR?Or, how do WE define an IR?

In our case, the IR is charged In our case, the IR is charged 
with capturing and preserving with capturing and preserving 
digital items with research or digital items with research or 
historic value created by the historic value created by the 
University community.University community.

The key concern is preservation The key concern is preservation 
of of ‘‘atat--riskrisk’’ digital materials.digital materials.

Broaden the access by digitizingBroaden the access by digitizing 
certain collections.certain collections.

Journal articles without Journal articles without 
copyright restrictions are copyright restrictions are 
certainly accepted, but they certainly accepted, but they 
are not currently the focus.are not currently the focus.



UFIR as Competition/Supplement UFIR as Competition/Supplement 
to Journal Publishersto Journal Publishers

Neither!Neither!
•• Our main goal is to preserve and expand the Our main goal is to preserve and expand the 

access to materials of interest and historical access to materials of interest and historical 
value that would otherwise be deleted, boxed, value that would otherwise be deleted, boxed, 
or wholly forgotten.or wholly forgotten.

http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/UFDC/UFDC.aspx?c=ufir&b=UF00072723&v=00001
http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/UFDC/UFDC.aspx?c=ufir&b=UF00017113&v=00002
http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/UFDC/UFDC.aspx?c=ufir&b=UF00072634&v=00008
http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/UFDC/UFDC.aspx?c=ufir&b=UF00072619&v=00020
http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/UFDC/UFDC.aspx?c=ufir&b=UF00027372&v=00002


INCLUSION OF SCHOLARLY ARTICLESINCLUSION OF SCHOLARLY ARTICLES

•• Acceptable only if copyright of specific publisher allows.Acceptable only if copyright of specific publisher allows.
•• An IR is not (at least presently) a replacement for the An IR is not (at least presently) a replacement for the 

journal publishing system.journal publishing system.
•• UF Institutional Repository journal content policiesUF Institutional Repository journal content policies

www.uflib.ufl.edu/digital/collections/ir/Journals.htmwww.uflib.ufl.edu/digital/collections/ir/Journals.htm

KEY SOURCES RELATED TO OPEN ACCESSKEY SOURCES RELATED TO OPEN ACCESS

SHERPA/SHERPA/RoMEORoMEO indicates copyright restrictions by indicates copyright restrictions by 
journal/publisherjournal/publisher 

www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.phpwww.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo.php

Creative Commons provides alternative licensing verbiageCreative Commons provides alternative licensing verbiage 
that allows authors to retain certain use rightsthat allows authors to retain certain use rights

creativecommons.orgcreativecommons.org

http://www.uflib.ufl.edu/digital/collections/ir/Journals.htm
http://www.creativecommons.org/


What the UFIR AcceptsWhat the UFIR Accepts

Eventually, just about anything!Eventually, just about anything!
•• As we mentioned before, our goal to As we mentioned before, our goal to 

preserve anything and everything with preserve anything and everything with 
very few exceptions. Otherwise we very few exceptions. Otherwise we 
would limit our scope by too great a would limit our scope by too great a 
margin and fail to truly be a repositorymargin and fail to truly be a repository

•• Currently, we accept four basic format Currently, we accept four basic format 
types: text, images, audio, and moving types: text, images, audio, and moving 
picturespictures



TextText
Theses, dissertations, Theses, dissertations, 
preprints, preprints, postprintspostprints, , 
author copies, author copies, 
newsletters, newsletters, 
magazines, magazines, 
administrative administrative 
documents, teaching documents, teaching 
materialsmaterials……etc.etc.
•• All documents are textAll documents are text-- 

searchablesearchable



ImagesImages
UF archival UF archival 
photographs, scientific photographs, scientific 
specimens, specimens, 
architectural and architectural and 
engineering drafts; engineering drafts; 
blueprints, campus blueprints, campus 
maps, building maps, building 
plantsplants……etc.etc.
•• All images are All images are 

‘‘zoomablezoomable’’ to the 1:1 to the 1:1 
detail allowed by our detail allowed by our 
technology.technology.



Future contentFuture content

While we do not currently possess any While we do not currently possess any 
audio/visual assets, our technologies do audio/visual assets, our technologies do 
support their inclusion.support their inclusion.
•• Future moving image collections could include: Future moving image collections could include: 

UF archival footage (sporting events, UF archival footage (sporting events, 
ceremonies), scientific films, research paper ceremonies), scientific films, research paper 
companions, art projectscompanions, art projects……

•• Future audio collections could include animal Future audio collections could include animal 
calls recorded by UF faculty and researchers, calls recorded by UF faculty and researchers, 
music produced by UF students and faculty, music produced by UF students and faculty, 
and recorded lectures.and recorded lectures.



Notable UFIR AssetsNotable UFIR Assets

Explore MagazineExplore Magazine
•• HighHigh--cost glossy cost glossy 

magazine magazine 
containing articles containing articles 
published by the published by the 
Office of Research Office of Research 
and Graduate and Graduate 
Programs about Programs about 
current UF research current UF research 
efforts.efforts.



FlaLawFlaLaw::
•• LongLong--running running 

departmental departmental 
newsletter newsletter 
produced by the produced by the 
Levin College of Levin College of 
LawLaw

•• UFIRUFIR’’ss largest serial largest serial 
collection (195 collection (195 
volumes)volumes)



EDIS repository EDIS repository 
publicationspublications
•• The Electronic Data The Electronic Data 

Information Source run Information Source run 
by the Institute of Food by the Institute of Food 
and Agricultural Sciencesand Agricultural Sciences

Their entire collection Their entire collection 
consisting of thousands consisting of thousands 
of of PDFsPDFs concerning concerning 
thousands of agricultural thousands of agricultural 
topics will eventually be topics will eventually be 
part of the UFIR. part of the UFIR. 



Progress of the UFIR thus farProgress of the UFIR thus far
Since September of 2006 the IR has grown Since September of 2006 the IR has grown 
significantlysignificantly
•• 258 titles consisting of over 800 volumes, and 16,000 258 titles consisting of over 800 volumes, and 16,000 

pages (with over 200+ titles and 300 volumes pages (with over 200+ titles and 300 volumes ‘‘queuedqueued’’))



Future pursuitsFuture pursuits
Targeted Collections:Targeted Collections:

Physical Plant Division drawings:Physical Plant Division drawings:
Hundreds of building floor plans from the last half century.Hundreds of building floor plans from the last half century.

Journal of Undergraduate Research:Journal of Undergraduate Research:
Hundreds of issues of Hundreds of issues of UFUF’’ss own online Undergraduate own online Undergraduate 

research journal research journal –– one of only a few of its kindone of only a few of its kind

IMPACT magazineIMPACT magazine’’s video companion series (no s video companion series (no 
longer running):longer running):
40+ 30 minute IFAS40+ 30 minute IFAS--produced public access television produced public access television 

shows on topics ranging from pest management to shows on topics ranging from pest management to 
agronomy science.agronomy science.



Faculty selfFaculty self--submission toolsubmission tool

A webA web--based tool allowing faculty, staff, based tool allowing faculty, staff, 
students, and authorized proxies to students, and authorized proxies to 
submit original or departmental works.submit original or departmental works.

•• Various file types will be acceptable, and all Various file types will be acceptable, and all 
files will be vetted for usability and quality.files will be vetted for usability and quality.

•• The web tool will also be personalized for each The web tool will also be personalized for each 
sender, allowing them to track past sender, allowing them to track past 
submissions and the progress of current ones.submissions and the progress of current ones.



OAI OAI –– PMH compliancePMH compliance

The University of Florida Digital Collections The University of Florida Digital Collections 
are compliant with Open Archives are compliant with Open Archives 
Initiative Protocol so the metadata is Initiative Protocol so the metadata is 
harvestable by service providers suchharvestable by service providers such 
as as OAIsterOAIster..



What is needed by UF faculty in the short term:

1)An understanding of what the Open 
Access/Institutional Repository initiatives are and 
why they are gaining momentum.

2)The stance of funding agencies on these initiatives.

3)An understanding of their rights to negotiate 
copyright with publishers  (see Creative Commons 
licensing site   http://creativecommons.org/ ).

4)A clarification of UF policies related to the submittal 
of papers to open access repositories.
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